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A GUIDED PARENT RESPONSE TO

COVID-19

Don’t be afraid to discuss the coronavirus. Most of our kids will have

already heard about the virus and have seen the impact it has on our

community, so parents should not avoid talking about it. Not talking

about something can actually make some worry more. Try to have

family conversations that seek to convey the facts, create a

positive/encouraging emotional tone, and share your plan for you

and your family. 

 

Your goal can be to help your child feel informed and get fact-based

information that is likely more reassuring than whatever they’re

hearing from their friends or on the news.  As such, here are some

guidelines to help:  continue on page 2
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Help Teens manage anxiety and

Stress

Normalize Anxiety- Anxiety can be healthy and can act as a

motivating and protective emotion. Parents can help young people

appreciate that healthy anxiety has a purpose: It alerts us to potential

threats and helps us move toward safety. “Feeling some anxiety,” we

might say calmly, “makes sense right now. You’re having the right

reaction to the emerging news about the coronavirus.  However, let's

use it to problem solve and channel that energy into solutions."

Offer Perspective- We can help our kids keep their worries about the

coronavirus at an appropriate level by making sure they don’t

overestimate the dangers or underestimate their ability to protect

themselves from these dangers. Focus on the Facts from the CDC and

what we are in control of. 

Shifting the Spotlight-During difficult times, research suggests that

teenagers feel better when they turn their attention to supporting

others.  Think of ways to help your family members and neighbors.

Encourage Distraction- When we fixate on dangers, anxiety grows,

and when we turn our attention elsewhere, it shrinks. Teenagers who

are feeling highly anxious about Covid-19 should be encouraged to

take a break from seeking, or even accidentally encountering,

information about the virus. For example, we might ask our students

to consider scaling back how often they check their phones for

information updates, or to trust that we’ll share any significant news

should it arrive. Similarly, we might encourage finding distractions,

such as doing their homework, watching a favorite show, or listening

to music while shielding themselves from digital intrusions 

 Manage your own Anxiety: Young people look to adults for cues

about how nervous or relaxed they should be when encountering

something new. Knowingly or not, parents are sometimes fearful in a

way that puts their child on edge.  Be self aware- tense adults should

take certain steps to calm their own nerves. 

Hannah Kohn, LMSW, Sarah Kim, LMSW

Be Factual. Don’t volunteer too much

information, as this may be

overwhelming. Instead, try to answer

your child's questions with facts. Refer

them to the Center of Disease Control

& Prevention.  It’s okay if you can’t

answer everything

Be Positive. Discuss efforts of the

family, school and community leaders

that are trying to keep us all healthy

and safe. 

Stick to routine. “We don’t like

uncertainty, so staying rooted in

routines and predictability is going to

be helpful right now,” advises Dr.

Domingues.  Set a schedule.  Let them

know what to expect throughout the

day. 

Be reassuring. Acknowledge their

worry and disappointment but also

remind them of their supports and

inner resilience.  Let them know you

are with them.

Continue from Page 1

 

 

 

Maintain a healthy lifestyle. Including

proper diet, sleep, and exercise.
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Self-Care for Parents

We often put our children before ourselves.  That level of sacrifice

and selflessness will often deplete our own energy and care. 

 Between balancing, work, family, and house, we may become worn

down and straight up exhausted.  Self-care is crucial for our

emotional, physical, and mental well-being. Have you heard the

saying- you can't pour from an empty cup?  Now more than ever,

lets take a moment to acknowledge our self worth and create a

healthy work life balance. 

 

Some Suggestions:

Take a walk outside and enjoy the sun

Put on your favorite song and dance 

Do one thing you love 

Cuddle with your significant other 

Cuddle with your pet 

Read a book completely separate from your area of specialty 

Take a long warm bath 

Bake and share those goodies with a neighbor

Sarah Kim, LMSW

RESOURCES:
Sometimes we need a hand
 

FOOD: ALL PXU cafeterias are offering
breakfast and lunch.  Visit
www.phoenixunion.com for more information.
 
St Mary's Food Bank 
3131 W Thomas Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 85017 
(602) 242-3663
 
United Food Bank Food Distribution Friday
8:00am to 12:00pm 
358 E. Javelina Ave. 
Mesa, AZ 85210
 
INTERNET: Check out deals including free hot‐
spots and internet for $10 a month from: Cox,
T‐Mobile, Verizon, Comcast, Sprint, AT&T
 
RENT AND BILLS: United Way 1(844)488-
8398 (Bills, rent, and food)
 
POWER/APS:

 · Will not be shutting off power for

nonpayment 

· Are waiving late fees

· APS setting up a Customer Support Fund

for those who need assistance paying

their bill. Call (602) 371-7171 

· SRP encourages customers who are

experiencing difficulty notify them to plan

at (602) 236-8888.
 

Fore more resources:

Visit www.phoenixunion.org/coronavirusinfo

If you are someone or someone you care about, is feeling overwhelmed w/
emotions like sadness, depression, or anxiety, or feel like you want to harm

yourself or others, please contact:
 *Mercy Care: 1-800-631-1314 or 602-222-9444 for 

counseling and support 
* National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-TALK (8255)

 * Text the word “HOME” to 741741 
* Teen Life-Line 602‐248‐8336 (TEEN) or teenlifeline.org 

Texting hours: 12‐9pm 



V I R T U A L  C L A S S R O O M /  H O M E  S C H O O L  T I P S

Written by Jeff BequeaIth, BIS 

 

As we all know, starting off prepared makes for a more

successful experience. Just like cooking a meal or building

something, you have to have the materials, recipe or plans. This

is true with Virtual learning. Below are some strategies that

will help support a positive learning experiences for your

students. Feel free to email these out to parents. Also, since

you know your student/child best, please use these as a

guideline for support.

1. Limit distraction A “digital quarantine” might be necessary to

keep your child’s attention focused on their schoolwork.  You

should limit their use of their devices, other than what is

needed to complete their work, until their schoolwork is done.

If you choose, you can allow your child to play on a device

during a designated break, but make them aware that they only

have a limited amount of time until they need to get back to

work.

2. Make space for learning Many adults have a specific area of

the home in which they do work, and it’s important that you

create a similar space for your child. Your children will achieve

their best work in a quiet, comfortable, and dedicated space

that is strictly devoted to learning. This space should be a

different set-up than where they normally play games or watch

television

3. Maintain breaks such as snack time and P.E. Routines and

schedules are extremely important for children at school, and

this is no different in their at-home school

Children will function best if they maintain their routine as

close to normal as possible. Around lunch time, encourage them

to get up, get some fresh air, go for a walk, or have a snack so

that they are not sedentary for the entire day.

4. Allow them to interact with friends via video chats Your

children are used to lots of social contact at school, so they will

definitely feel the effects of being distanced from them even

after a few days. While it might not be safe for your kids to see

their friends in person, you should allow them to interact with

them online, beyond social media or text messaging. Video

chats are often the closest thing to seeing someone in person,

and are a great way to get in social time without endangering

yourself or others.

5. Mix screen time with old school learning mediums Overuse of

screen time can have adverse impacts on young brains, so it’s

important to mix it up during a time like this. It’s likely that your

children will want to continue to use a screen of some sort

during their breaks from doing work, so it’s important to limit

screen time.

 

6. Keep in touch with teachers Social distancing is important

during this time, but staying in touch with others via virtual

communication is very important. Each parent that has a child

home is going to be going through a new experience.
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Hello from your school counseling team! Here is information

regarding standardized tests and enrollment deposit. While this

might be correct today, information is constantly changing and

evolving.

I highly encourage you to also visit the website for the most up to

date answers. As always, please feel free to contact the student's

counselor, preferably via email. or by checking out the counseling

notebook:

https://bit.ly/38U9CE0

 

ACT: The safety of students and test center staff is ACT’s top priority.

ACT has rescheduled its April 4 national test date to June 13 across

the U.S. in response to concerns about the spread of the

coronavirus (COVID-19). All students registered for the April 4 test

date will receive an email from ACT in the next few days informing

them of the postponement and instructions for free rescheduling

to June 13 or a future national test date www.act.org.

 

SAT: May 2 and March makeups have been cancelled. More

information on www.collegeboard.org.

 

ASU: Enrollment deposits are due May 1. We know that some

students may need additional time, and we will work with students

on an individual basis after this date.

 

Scholarship upgrades:

 ASU will review students for New American University merit

scholarship eligibility and any upgrades after May 1 as long as

students send their test scores prior to the first day of classes. We

also are in close contact with our partners at ACT and College

Board regarding their testing schedules in response to COVID-19. 

NAU: We have extended our “accept your offer” date to June 1st 

University of Arizona: Extend our first-year application deadline to

June 1, 2020 

Extend our Enrollment Fee deadline for admitted students to June

1, 2020 

In state universities are now moving to virtual meetings and

potentially virtual orientations.

Please feel free to reach out to counseling with any questions!!

 

 

 

MESSAGE FROM COUNSELING:
Written by Jaimie Gosling, IL


